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Magnetic Resonance Navigation of a Bead Inside a
Three-Bifurcation PMMA Phantom Using an
Imaging Gradient Coil Insert
Alexandre Bigot, Charles Tremblay, Gilles Soulez, and Sylvain Martel, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper reports the successful navigation of a
1-mm Chrome-Steel bead along three consecutive polymethyl
methacrylate channels inside the bore of a 1.5-T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner. The bead traveled at a mean velocity of 14 cm·s−1 . This was accomplished using an imaging gradient
coil (IGC) insert located inside the MRI tube. While targeting
one side of a bifurcation has been previously demonstrated using
unidirectional gradient coils, this is the first time that magnetic
resonance navigation (MRN) of a bead along consecutive channels
is reported. Experimental results confirm that a clinical regular
MRI can be used to propel a 1-mm device. In addition, when used
at maximum power, IGC temperature rise becomes a serious issue
that can ultimately damage the insert and limit the overall performance. Consequently, this paper aims to give some insight into coil
temperature management for IGC-assisted procedures. A 33-min
thermal stress test was carried out using 100% of the IGC power.
Steady-state oscillation can be reached by interleaving propulsion
periods with cooling periods, thus enabling longer propulsion procedures. Experimental data showed that the cooling time can be
used for imaging purposes with no performance loss, thus enabling
MRN-assisted procedures with multiplexed particle distribution
assessment.
Index Terms—Imaging gradient coil (IGC), magnetic resonance
navigation (MRN), magnetic targeting, medical robots and systems, multiple bifurcation navigation, temperature behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

ITH the recent development of high-demanding imaging techniques such as diffusion tensor imaging (DTI),
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Fig. 1. Representation of a vascular network. Empty circles are microvectors embedding imaging or therapeutic agents. (a) Current chemoembolization
procedure is done by injecting chemotherapeutic drug from a catheter—the
injection site—toward a tumor with no control over the injected particles.
(b) By correctly applying consecutive magnetic gradients G1 , G2 , and G3 ,
MRN-assisted chemoembolization could potentially enable the control of the
injected vectors to serially navigate them from the injection site toward the
disease site (dashed line), thus preserving parenchyma healthy tissues.

new boosted imaging hardwares are being developed in order
to get faster, shorter, and higher resolution imaging sequences
for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [1]–[3]. To achieve high
performance and reduce the overall cost, such a system usually consists of coil inserts that can be mounted in the bore
of an MRI [4]–[6]. Gradient inserts have several advantages
compared to regular human-sized coil: high magnetic gradients,
high slew rate, and lower cost. Although the design of such
insert coils is oriented toward better imaging performance, it
may also lead to a huge improvement in magnetic resonance
navigation (MRN) [5], [7].
MRN is a fairly new technique which exploits both the high
magnetic field of an MRI scanner and the magnetic gradients
generated by a coil to steer a carrier vehicle embedding a functional drug inside the human vessel network [7], [8]. Such technology is a promising research area which aims at improving the
localized delivery of theranostics agents toward a disease region
of the body while maintaining low systemic drug concentration
(see Fig. 1). MRN can potentially improve therapies such as liver
and brain chemoembolization by serially navigating single boluses to a disease site to reach a given dose locally [9], [10]. More
than a steering actuator, MRI also enables particle tracking and
particle distribution evaluation during the procedure [11]. Polymer particles embedding doxorubicin as a therapeutic agent,
dubbed therapeutic magnetic microcarriers, have already been
successfully synthesized and steered in a rabbit liver using a
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400 mT·m−1 unidirectional gradient coil and T2*-weighted MR
images for particle distribution assessment [12].
The ability to steer microrobots inside the small human blood
vessels requires highly specialized systems to navigate through
the winding architecture of vessels [13]–[15]. Currently, two different approaches to propel microrobots using magnetic fields
exist: low-magnetic field strength environments [16], [17] and
high-magnetic field strength environments [18], [19]. The former approach usually has a high number of degree of freedom
(DOF) which provides high accuracy and, therefore, is suitable
for precise microsurgical procedures. However, it has serious
constraints on the medical procedures that can be performed
because of limited induced force on the propelled body and to
the rapid decay of the magnetic force.
The latter approach, referred to as MRN, has only 3-DOF
but does not suffer from the magnetic force decay. Besides,
the high-magnetic-field environment ensures high magnetization and, consequently, high-induced magnetic force on the
bead, suitable for endovascular navigation. However, it requires
high performance—namely ultrahigh amplitude gradient and
low switching times (low rise time and fall time)—coil assembly. A 400 mT·m−1 steering gradient coil (SGC) has proven
to be effective for magnetic catheter steering [20] or single bifurcation liver targeting [9], but it does not exhibit sufficient
performance to perform MRN in tiny vessel networks such as
deep liver vasculature or brain vasculature due to a high switching time [21]. While the state of power amplifier technology
was used to limit the maximum gradient performance in the
past, development of imaging inserts leads to broad availability
of imaging gradient coil (IGC) systems which can exhibit gradient strength of several hundreds of millitesla per meter and
high slew rates [3], [6]. Such systems have a reduced diameter
to generate ultrahigh gradient strength thus limiting MRN to
limbs, head, and small animals. However, Kimmlingen et al.
worked on the human-sized 400 mT·m−1 imaging coil prototype for DTI whose performance could make whole-body MRN
feasible [22]. With this new available hardware, custom threedimensional (3-D) gradient sequences can be easily designed,
and such performance may open the way to multiple bifurcation
navigation of ferromagnetic beads.
Contrary to SGC, which is specifically designed for propulsion and thus can be operated in dc-mode [23], IGC suffers from
temperature rise when both high duty cycle and high-amplitude
gradients are required. The duty cycle, defined as the ratio of
the operating time over the total period, is an important figure
of merit to evaluate MRN performance. Imaging routines have
generally low duty cycle gradients. Hence, such sequences are
not very demanding and thus do not induce any temperature
increase of the tube. On the other hand, propulsion sequences
require maximum magnetic gradient strength—ten times higher
than regular MRI gradients—with high slew rate and maximum duty cycle. Such gradient configuration requires much
power and thus generates a lot of heat in the insert. Without
sufficient cooling, uncontrolled temperature rise could lead to
system failure. Therefore, using an IGC for imaging purposes is
very different than using it for propulsion purposes, and stress
testing such high-power system in MRN mode is mandatory
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Fig. 2. (a) Front view of the propulsion setup located inside the bore of a 1.5T
MRI. The phantom is located at the middle of the IGC, with the camera on top
of it. The B 0 field of the MRI is along +Z. (b) Top view of the phantom used
for the navigation experiments. The black arrow indicates the initial position of
the bead.

to verify proper functionality and assess the overall efficiency
of IGC-assisted MRN. Management of temperature is therefore
among the current challenges of MRN in tiny vessels [21].
Aside from heating considerations, whereas IGC exhibits performance for multiple bifurcation MRN, it has yet to be demonstrated. Therefore, this paper is a proof of concept that magnetic
bodies can be propelled through several consecutive branches
in vitro using an IGC. We designed and built a polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA) phantom with multiple bifurcations to
perform navigation tests. From the gathered data, we then verified that the system can sustain a whole propulsion procedure
where thousands of boluses are serially navigated. Data analysis
of this stress test provides useful information to optimize MRN
procedures and build a theoretical framework for any navigation
experiment.
The paper is organized as follows: first, an MRN experiment is
conducted inside a multiple bifurcation phantom. Then, a stress
test is performed on the coil to check whether it could sustain
a whole MRN-assisted procedure for several minutes. Finally,
some strategies are presented in order to optimize the overall
procedure efficiency. These results fall within the context of
targeted therapies where untethered endovascular devices embedding chemotherapeutic drugs are navigated toward a tumor
site.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The test bench is composed by a multiple bifurcation phantom, an MR-compatible camera and a 1-mm bead carefully
placed at the center of a shielded BFG-240/150-S-7 micro-IGC
(Resonance Research, Inc., USA). The coil is connected to a
Neslab Heat Exchanger II which provides 4.8 l/ min of constant
15 ◦ C cooling water. A photograph of the MRN setup is shown
in Fig. 2(a).
The whole setup is inserted inside the bore of a clinical MRI
scanner (Siemens Sonata 1.5T, Germany). Its high permanent
magnetic field ensures high level of magnetization and, thus,
maximum steering force [19]. The phantom is made of two
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TABLE I
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PHANTOM

PMMA plates thermally bonded together. Additional details
about the phantom are given in the next section. Videos were
recorded using the 12M MRC MR-Compatible Camera (MRC
Systems GmbH, Germany) at 28 frames/s. The camera was set
above the setup, as close as possible to the IGC inner top surface
to get maximum field of view (FOV).
The navigated bead is 1 mm in diameter and is made of
Chrome-Steel (Salem Specialty Ball). Its magnetization at saturation is Msat = 1.44 × 106 A·m−1 . Custom propulsion and
imaging sequences were designed using TNMR (TECMAG,
USA) v. 2.11.2 software and triggered using a 5-V transistor–
transistor-logic pulse generated by an Agilent 33220A signal
generator.

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic of the phantom with respective levels. Root channel is
the starting branch. Then at each level, two paths can be chosen: either + or
− according the gradient directions depicted at the top-right. Any navigation
path from root level to level 3 thus exhibits three branch splits. (b) Geometric
features of PMMA multiple-bifurcation phantom. The parent branch (level i,
horizontal stripes) splits into two child branches (level i+1, vertical stripes).
The two child branches are either referred as + or − according to the x-axis
sign. L and W are, respectively, the length and the width of a channel. θi is
the angle between + and − branches, and θi , i+ 1 is the inner angle between the
parent branch and the child branch.

A. Multiple Bifurcation Navigation
In vitro single bifurcation MR-steering has already been
demonstrated by Mathieu et al. and Pouponneau et al. [8],
[9], [19]. At that time, actuator characteristics—unidirectional
400 mT·m−1 coils—did not allow multiple bifurcation navigation. The state-of-the-art gradient coils now exhibit 3-D dynamic
and static performance that could potentially make multiple bifurcation navigation feasible.
To perform such a test, we built a symmetric transparent
PMMA phantom (length: 14.5 cm; width: 9 cm; depth: 0.3 cm)
mimicking an arterial tree as shown in Fig. 2(b). Channel widths
and depths (see Table I) were chosen to allow bead navigation
and proper visualization with the reduced FOV of the MRcompatible camera.
The phantom was filled with deionized water and bubbles
were evacuated using high-pressure pump. When all the bubbles were out of the circuit, the two ends of the phantom were
connected together using a three-way valve. The phantom was
then placed inside the linear gradient volume of the insert on the
xz plane (coronal plane of the MRI), as depicted in Fig. 2(a).
For a duty cycle of 1, considering a microparticle of volume
V at constant volume magnetization Msat in an MRI magnetic
field B = B0 z, the magnetic force is given by [21]:
F m ag = V Msat G

(1)

where G the gradient vector defined as G = [ ∂∂Bxz ; ∂∂Byz ; ∂∂Bzz ].
Consequently, the x-gradient is responsible for the bead steering, the y-gradient is used to counteract the gravity, and as no
flow is present, the z-gradient is responsible for the bead thrust.
Phantom channels have been divided into four levels: root
level, level 1, level 2, and level 3 [see Fig. 3(a)]. At each level,
branches are lettered + and −, according to the gradient axis
depicted on the top-left corner of Fig. 3(b). For instance, to reach
the third channel from the left of level 3, the gradient sequence

Fig. 4. Custom propulsion sequence is made of four events: trigger, first lobe,
second lobe, and third lobe. The triggering event is used to synchronize the
gradient pulse application with the video recording. A gradient pulse is defined
by its shape (Shape line) and its amplitude (Amp line). A pulse has three events:
a rising edge (of duration trise ), a plateau (of duration dti ), and a falling edge (of
duration tfa ll ). The event amplitude can be either positive or negative. When no
amplitude is defined, the gradient is zero. Rise time (trise ) and fall time (tfa ll )
are set to 5 ms. Each gradient lobe i has a plateau duration of dti . Symbols “u”
and “m” stand for microseconds and milliseconds, respectively.

would be − + −. The objective is to navigate the bead from the
root channel to all of the level 3 channels using the following
eight gradient sequences : − − −; − − +; − + −; − + +; +
− −; + − + ; + + −; + + +.
A typical propulsion sequence is depicted in Fig. 4. It can
be divided into four sections: trigger, first bifurcation, second
bifurcation, and third bifurcation. The trigger event is used to
synchronize the sequence with the video recording. Afterwards,
the x-gradient GX is switched ON and OFF three times at decreasing durations dt1, dt2, and dt3, and at amplitude GX 1 , GX 2 ,
and GX 3 according to phantom characteristics.
B. Heating Protocol
During a regular medical procedure, several milliliters of therapeutic particles need to be injected in order to reach the required
therapeutic drug dose. Navigation of such agents requires the
injection of consecutive boluses that will be serially steered
from the injection site—the tip of the catheter—to the target location. Consequently, MRN-based procedures require as many
propulsion sequences as the number of boluses that needs to be
injected. Therefore, theoretically, the overall procedure time is
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TABLE II
HEATING SEQUENCE PARAMETERS

equal to the time to inject plus the time to navigate the bolus
times the number of boluses to be injected. However, recent
experimental data showed that temperature is clearly an issue
when IGC is used for propulsion and severely limits MRN performance. We therefore have designed and performed a stress
test on the IGC which would reproduce a MRN-assisted procedure to evaluate the overall performance.
We assumed a similar branching configuration as that in the
PMMA phantom experiment: all vessels lay in the xz plane
(coronal plane) and vessel characteristics are the same as in the
phantom. Additionally, injected particles will be carried by the
blood, and thus, no y- and z-gradients are required to induce
bead movement. In addition, we assume the targeted area is
located three bifurcations away from location of the injection
and can be reached with the steering pattern + − + using
maximum x-gradient amplitude. Finally, to take into account
the dead time between injections of boluses, we added a resting
time of 74 ms where no gradients are applied. Hence, the duty
cycle of the gradient sequence, referred as Dsequence , is 80%.
The summary of the MRN sequence parameters is given in the
Table II.
The stress test protocol is the following: the procedure is
initiated when the internal coil temperature is 30 ◦ C and keeps
running until the temperature reaches 50 ◦ C. At 50 ◦ C, all the
pulses are stopped and the coil is let to cool until its temperature
returns to 45 ◦ C and then the sequence is started again. After
five iterations, the stress test is stopped and the coil is allowed
to cool down to its idle temperature.
Using IGC characteristic temperature curves for a duty cycle
of 80%, this sequence should allow around 30 s of propulsion
and will require around 293 s of cooling to go down to 45 ◦ C. The
expected duty cycle of the procedure, referred as Dpro cedure , is
therefore 8%.
III. RESULTS
A. Navigation of Bead Inside a Phantom
The 1-mm bead was successfully navigated in all the eight
branching patterns, as shown in the supplementary video. The
video footage was not accelerated and navigation is shown at real
speed. While the navigation time is short, the overall experiment
lasted around 1 h because of the trial and error method. With
sufficient expertise and training, the time needed to test the eight
navigation paths can be severely reduced to a few minutes. The
applied gradient parameters are given in Table III. Fig. 5 gives
an example of navigation footage and its associated gradient
pulses.

TABLE III
PROPULSION SEQUENCE PARAMETERS FOR BRANCHING PATTERN + − +

To induce bead movement and make the bead visible on the
footage, the GZ amplitude is set to 28.5 mT·m−1 . GY is set to
64 mT·m−1 to lift the bead. Finally, x-gradient parameters—
amplitude and durations—are adjusted according to the phantom geometrical features and angles between channels (see Table I). Selection of a navigation path is made by changing the
sign of the x-gradient pulses.
The velocity can be estimated by three means: from magnetic
equations (see the Appendix), from sequence parameters (see
Table III) and phantom geometric characteristics (see Table I),
and from the video footage.
From the gradient total duration (295 ms) and the total travel
length (41 mm), the mean velocity is found to be 0.14 m·s−1
which is in agreement with the theoretical mean velocity of the
bead
found to be vm ean =
 over 295 ms of navigation that is
(vm ean x )2 + (vm ean z )2 = 0.143 m·s−1 (see the Appendix).
The bead velocity from the video footage—41 mm in 12
navigation frames at 29 frames/s yields a mean velocity of
0.099 m·s−1 —is underestimated because the number of frames
per second is not high enough to precisely extract the duration
of the navigation.
B. Heating Experiment
Results of the stress test are depicted in the Fig. 6 and reported
in Table IV. The experiment lasted 46 min and exhibited five
temperature oscillations. Interleaving propulsion periods and
cooling periods make the coil inner temperature to oscillate.
Both the lowest and the highest temperatures show a steadystate value of Tlow = 42 ◦ C and Thigh = 55 ◦ C, respectively,
meaning that the experiment could have been carried on over a
longer period of time, for instance, to reach a higher number of
injected particles. As reported in Table IV, the mean propulsion
time tON is 83 s and the mean cooling time tOFF is 301 s. In
addition, temperature curve shows both temperature overshoot
and temperature lag due to the location of temperature sensors
on the coil.
The following linear model was used to model the temperature oscillations:

αheat t + Tlow , heating period
(2)
T (t) =
−αco ol t + Thigh , cooling period
where α is a rate constant depending on the state of the coil—
heating or cooling. Results of linear data fitting are reported in
Table IV and superimposed on the temperature plot in Fig. 6.
Interestingly, one can observe that the first heating period has
a heating rate constant αheat = 10.8 ◦ C·min−1 . However, subsequent pulses show a heating rate constant around 7.4 ◦ C·min−1 ,
meaning that the coil temperature increase is slower at high
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Fig. 5. Each row represents a different video time frame for the propulsion sequence − + −. The first column contains raw images of the footage. Arrows
indicate the bead location and the black lines indicate the edges of the channel. The second column schematically depicts the evolution and the current state
(blue coloring) of x-, y-, and z-gradients at the corresponding video frame. The directions of the gradients are shown in the top-left corner of the video frames.
Additional details on the timing and amplitude values of the gradients are given in Section III.
TABLE IV
RESULTS OF THE STRESS TEST

Fig. 6. Evolution of the IGC temperature over time. Data are plotted every 5 s
and have been smoothed using a moving average filter. A linear model is plotted
in a dashed line. Experiment lasted 46 min in total. Oscillating pattern shows
around 83 s of navigation and 301 s of cooling time. The two horizontal plain
lines represent the 50 ◦ C-temperature threshold when the pulses were stopped
and the 45 ◦ C-temperature threshold when the pulses were started.

temperature. This phenomenon can also explain the difference
between the expected procedure duty cycle (8%) and the experimental procedure duty cycle (24%): Characteristics curves,

which depict only the first heating phase, underestimate the
available propulsion time and, thus, the duty cycle. Such considerations are discussed in further detail in the next section.
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TABLE V
OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF OUR PROPULSION SETUP

Extensive work remains to be done to build a 3-D in vitro
experimental test bench that would reproduce the conditions of
endovascular targeting procedure.
B. Oscillation Protocol

For this specific experiment, the total available time for
propulsion is 480 s (around 8 min) divided up into five burstmode pulses. The number of injections per second is 2.7 meaning that near 225 injections are performed during each propulsion pulse. Consequently, 1530 boluses can be injected and
navigated along three consecutive channels within 33 min of
procedure. Table V gives the overall performance of our setup
and our propulsion pattern—three bifurcations, 80% duty cycle.
In the end, careful management of the coil temperature can
enable the injection of several consecutive boluses during a
potential infinite amount of time. If a higher number of boluses are needed—higher therapeutic dose—the operator can
easily use an oscillating temperature approach in order to extend the intervention time and increase the number of delivered
microparticles.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Dynamic Navigation
To our knowledge, this is the first time that an MRN along a
path that includes three bifurcations is reported. Results indicate
that the maximum number of bifurcations can be increased. Two
factors currently limit the maximum number of bifurcations: coil
temperature rise whose influence is discussed in the next section, and the limited diameter of spherical volume (DSV). For
the BFG-240/150-S-7 imaging coil, the DSV is 8 cm. In comparison, the 1.5T Siemens Sonata MRI has a DSV of 50 cm.
Navigation outside this volume is not desirable as gradient amplitude and direction are not properly defined.
While an experiment using a flow mimicking physiologic
conditions is obviously more realistic, it adds several challenges and constraints for dynamic MRN in several consecutive
channels.
Indeed, since several consecutive gradient pulses are required,
a branch can be easily missed if the gradient pulses are turned
on too early or too late, therefore reducing the efficiency. Precise synchronization between the bolus position and gradient
triggering is mandatory for MRN.
Using a video camera for visual tracking is suitable for trial
and error in vitro experiments but it is not suitable for in vivo experiments. Advanced control methods which rely on MRI-based
tracking algorithm exist and they have proven to be adequate
to track 1.5-mm beads at a rate of 20 to 30 times per second [7], [11]. While locating particles as small as 15 μm with
MRI is feasible [24], the tracking rate is drastically reduced for
submillimeter particles and does not allow fast accurate positioning. Therefore, finding an optimal feedback approach is a
major challenge in MRN and alternative imaging and control
methods must be considered [14], [25], [26].

Assuming linear temperature behavior, one can derive an expression for the duty cycle depending only on rate coefficients
αheat and αco ol . Using (1) yields
Dpro cedure =

1
1+

αh eat
αco ol

.

(3)

The best MRN performance would be obtained when
Dpro cedure is equal to 100%, i.e., the coil can operate in dcmode. While IGC can work in dc-mode with low duty cycle
gradient pulses [21], it should be kept in mind that decreasing
Dsequence also decreases the number of injections per second,
thus extending the duration of the procedure.
Better performance can be reached when working at the highest admissible temperature range. Indeed, the Newton law of
temperature states that the cooling rate is directly proportional
to the difference between the coil temperature and the cooling
fluid temperature. Such behavior can be seen on the exponential
decay of the temperature at the end of the stress test. Consequently, better cooling results are obtained when the difference
between Tcoil and Twater is the highest, i.e., at maximum admissible temperature. Furthermore, as the cooling efficiency is
increased at high temperature, the heating rate constant is also
smaller, thus further increasing the available propulsion time.
This effect can be clearly seen in Table IV: the heating rate of
the first heating pulse is higher than subsequent heating periods.
In the end, working at higher coil temperature is highly desirable as the cooling is more efficient, and thus, more propulsion
time is available.
In addition, other factors may negatively affect the temperature response of the coil. More complex vessel architecture, for
instance with 3-D orientation, will significantly change the temperature response of the coil and decrease the available propulsion time. As such, developing a theoretical framework is necessary to model the temperature behavior of the IGC for any
vascular network and any gradient sequence.
Finally, to further improve MRN efficiency, we can take advantage of cooling time to run imaging sequences. While interleaving gradient pulses with a tracking sequence is highly desirable [7], [27], [28], in practice, this cannot be achieved when
performing MRN in tiny vessels as the blood flow velocity can
reach several centimeters per second [29], [30], and tracking
sequences can last as long as 3 s [15]. The proposed approach
is different as we interleave burst-mode propulsion phases with
imaging routines (see Fig. 7) to gather information during the
procedure about the particle distribution and potentially readjust
propulsion parameters—since the blood flow may change during the procedure [31]. Moreover, imaging sequences are low
duty cycle routines; for instance, using our IGC, the magnetic
signature selective excitation tracking sequence [11] has a duty
cycle of 20% and a maximum gradient amplitude of 20%. A
more complex sequence such as the 3-D gradient echo can be
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tial equations:
x
mpart ax = Fmx ag − Fdrag
z
mpart az = Fmz ag − Fdrag
.

(5)

Due to the strong magnetic field inside the MRI, one can
assume that the magnetization of the bead is constant, equal
to Msat , and oriented along z [32]. Stokes’ drag force for a
spherical particle of radius Rpart immersed in a fluid of viscosity
η is given by 6πηv, v being the velocity of the particle. Finally,
the equations of motion are
dvx
= Msat Vpart Gx − 6πηRpart vx (t)
dt
dvz
m
= Msat Vpart Gz − 6πηRpart vz (t)
(6)
dt
where Vpart is the volume of the particle. Solving (5) with the
initial conditions vx = vz = 0 yields



t
x
vx = vterm inal 1 − exp −
τ



t
z
(7)
vz = vterm inal 1 − exp −
τ
m

Fig. 7. Interleaving propulsion sequences with imaging sequences takes advantage of the cooling dead time to evaluate the particle distribution during the
procedure without increasing the coil temperature. When a steady-state temperature is reached, the intervention time can be extended at any time during the
procedure to deliver a higher drug dose.

performed with our IGC using a duty cycle of 18% and mean
gradient amplitude of 25%. Running such sequences on the
IGC did not increase the coil inner temperature and can thus be
performed during cooling phases with no performance loss.
V. CONCLUSION
While MRN was previously constrained to single bifurcation
steering because of limited hardware performance, we successfully demonstrated that IGC can be used for multiple bifurcation
navigation as it provides both high gradient amplitude and high
slew rate. Navigation of a bead through three consecutive channels has been demonstrated in vitro, and results indicate that
MRN along a higher number of consecutive branches is possible. IGC temperature test showed that the system can sustain
a long propulsion procedure where navigation periods are interleaved with cooling periods. Particle distribution assessment
can be performed without observable coil temperature rise during the cooling period. Future work will focus on the possibility
of navigating beads in 3-D phantoms with more bifurcations.
Theoretical framework to predict MRN-assisted interventions
performance is also under development.
APPENDIX
The magnetophoretic velocity Um ag of a particle of radius R
can be derived using mechanics and magnetostatics [32]. While
one can safely assume that velocity is constant for micrometersized particles—acceleration cancels after few microseconds—
it is not the case for millimeter-sized beads. As such, the bead
acceleration cannot be neglected. Assuming no net flow and no
friction forces between the bead and the phantom, the acceleration a of a bead of mass mpart is
mpart a = Fm ag + Fdrag + Fgravity + Fbuoyancy

(4)

where Fm ag , Fdrag , Fgravity , and Fbuoyancy are, respectively,
the magnetic force, the Stokes drag force, the gravity, and the
buoyancy force. Projecting (3) on the x- and z-axes—as the net
velocity along y is zero—it yields the following set of differen-

where the time constant τ [s] is defined as (6πηRpart )/m
x,z
[m·s−1 ] as
and the terminal velocity vterm
inal
(Msat Vpart Gx,z )/(6πηRpart ). Taking mpart = 4.10 × 10−6 kg,
x
−1
z
it gives: τ = 2.3 s, vterm
inal = 2.08 m·s , and vterm inal =
−1
2.27 m·s . We can see here that the value of the time constant
is of the order of the second and confirms our hypothesis that
acceleration cannot be neglected for millimeter-sized beads.
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